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Project VIPIN (Vastly Integrated Processes Inside Nature) Leaps Ahead Mumbai, Maharashtra, India (NewsVoir) Indian Ameri‐
can author Dr. Vipin Gupta, who has...
been globally recognized for his work towards exploring the vastly integrated processes inside nature, is back with 2 new books
around this project. His new books delve into the hidden mysteries of mother nature around the most sought-after issues of con‐
sciousness and para consciousness.
He has already published 4 books, which capture the issues of divine energy and present reality earlier this year. His writings
show the great interconnectivity of modern science and the ancient religious and spiritual world. On one hand, he challenges
various laws of modern sciences, he explains the application of metaphysics in great detail linked with everything around us.
Dr. Vipin Gupta said, "My 5th book, What is Consciousness reveals the secret origin of consciousness, soul, spirit, entity, space,
and time, where I explain how to evaluate, organize, and transcend the fragmented consciousness within the three dimensions
of time, four dimensions of space, and three dimensions of the entity. While my 6th book, What is Para Consciousness reveals
the secret thread of life that lies hidden within our para-consciousness. In this year, I plan to write 6 more books covering various
aspects of the project VIPIN." In his literary works, Dr. Gupta takes a management approach to advancing sciences while explain‐
ing the hidden mysteries of nature, relationships of scientific advancements with the processes existing in mother nature. As an
academic, he believes that there is nothing objective in science and every theory of mind needs to be managed using our…
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